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We work to accelerate the transition towards a circular
economy. As an impact organisation, we identify
opportunities to turn circular economy principles into
practical reality. Our vision is economic, social and
environmental prosperity, without compromising the future
of our planet. Our mission is to connect and empower a
global community in business, cities and governments to
create the conditions for systemic transformation.

Boston Consulting Group partners with leaders in business
and society to tackle their most important challenges and
capture their greatest opportunities. As the co–author of the
CIRCelligence indicators framework, BCG aims to provide a
framework and tools to help organisations become circular
companies, thus boosting top-line growth, improving
efficiency, and unleashing innovation.

ABOUT THIS
DOCUMENT
With the circular economy gaining momentum, more
circularity metrics of various shapes and sizes are
emerging. To help businesses navigate this increasingly
complex landscape, Circle Economy has published a
series of white papers on Circular Metrics for Business.
Ranging from an overview of the metrics landscape
to deep dives into some of the most promising
metric frameworks, these publications hope to help
businesses identify the best opportunities for moving
to circularity.
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6 . WH AT 'S N EXT

1. THE L ANDSCAPE OF
CIRCUL AR METRICS
the potential of the solutions and build business
Our world is only 8.6% circular. As climate
cases to ensure implementation at scale. Eventually,
breakdown becomes reality, our material use
metrics will be needed to measure and report upon
and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions continue to
a businesses progress in becoming more circular.
spiral upwards. We are still heading in the wrong
For every step of the innovation process, different
direction. As history shows us, the process
metrics
needed to point us in the direction of
of innovation
can
provide
us
with
the
tools
4 CIRCelligence by BCG: Supporting Companies
onareTheir
new
or
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to change
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Journey
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beneficial from an economic, social and environmental
Innovation is a process of trial-and-error:
viewpoint.
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and
improving
CIRCelligence by BCG offers companies a strategic approach
for starting their jourbusiness
models,part
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impacts,
and CIRCelligence helps companies to move
ney to become
of the circular
economy.
I N T R O D U C T I O N I N TO C I R C E L L I G E N C E
adjusting
need that
to know
what
works, impact and to start anchoring cirbeyond plans.
isolatedWe
activities
have little
economic
CIRCelligence
is a
proprietary metric and tool
what
does
not and
why—and
thatcorporate
means turning
cular
economy
concepts
into their
strategies to achieve
superior
financial
results. The
framework
provides
comprehensive
that enables
top mandeveloped
by Boston
Consulting Group (BCG) to
to metrics.
However,
it is
at thisapoint
that theperspective
agement towith
identify
key value
drivers
embed circular strategies
the whole
support within
organisations
in becoming circular. The holistic
comparison
history
stops.
Theand
innovation
company
from
executive
steering
to
final
implementation
on
an
operational
level.
CIRCelligence framework analyses the entire value
towards circular business models will require
chain from input to end of life, and anchors circular
different measurements and metrics than the
The
holistic CIRCelligence
analyzes
the entire value
cycle from inputs to
thinking into the business and its ecosystems. For each
ones
developed
to monitorframework
and innovate
in the
end of life, including the anchoring of circular thinking into the business and ecosysvalue cycle step, the type and amount of resources
linear economy.

tems. For each value cycle step, the type of resources flowing into the company (inflowing into the company (inflow), the resource use
flow),
duration
of resource
(slow
MET
R I C Sthe
FO
R E V E RY
S T E P I use
N YO
U R flow), the type of resources flowing out of
(slow flow) and the type and amount of resources
(outflow), and qualitative aspects are considered. CIRCelC I Rthe
CUcompany’s
L A R J O U boundaries
RNEY
out of
the
company’s
boundaries (outflow) are
ligence not only examines the pure material flow along the flowing
value cycle,
but
also
conconsidered.
CIRCelligence,
therefore,
can evaluate the
Metrics
vary
in
purpose,
scope
and
audience,
among
siders material value and explicitly embeds corporate steering and engagements
pure material flows of any value cycle, but it also has
other
things.
Businesses
can use
metrics(see
to show
the7).
with
the broader
business
ecosystem
exhibit
a qualitative component. This component considers
opportunities the circular economy offers shareholders,
material value and explicitly embeds corporate
customers, suppliers and employees. Metrics can also
steering
and
engagements
with
aid theExhibit
search 7for
and identification
of circular solutions
| Comprehensive
methodology
to assess circularity
along
several
flow types
andthe
to broader business
ecosystem (see Figure one).
—they
can assess
most suited
to individual
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determine
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and process
performance
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Figure one: Scope of the CIRCelligence framework
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Source: BCG analysis
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CIRCelligence is initially applied to an organisation as
part of a BCG project involving on-the-ground support
from consultants. As such, using the tool's is a first step
in the development of a circular strategy, measuring
a starting point or understanding as to wether first
initiatives can garner the desired impact.
The tool behind the CIRCelligence methodology is partly
automated and BCG clients receive a self-assessment
version that allows them to monitor progress in the
years to come. This repeated use does not require
support from BCG or any other external party.
The self-assessment tool provides the same flexibility
in using the full or a reduced scope of the available
analysis logic.

WH O I S I T FO R
CIRCelligence is a strategic approach that enables
businesses to integrate a circular strategy into their
core business strategy in a way that allows transparent
steering and fact-based decision-making. As such,
its outcomes are specifically useful for high-level
management and executives. Assuming innovation
or Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) managers
will be guiding the application of the framework,
CIRCelligence will also help these actors to create
awareness and understanding among the many internal
stakeholders involved. Lastly, the output generated
can be used to report on the company’s progress to
external stakeholders in a consistent and standardised
way, making it a tool of interest to investors and
shareholders.

UNIQUE SELLING POINTS
For a complete assessment, CIRCelligence requires
considerably more input than most circular economy
metrics currently available. As a result, however, it
gives a more thorough and detailed overview of your
organisation's performance in terms of circularity.
In addition, the involvement of BCG in the first
implementation of the framework is beneficial for the
quality and consistency of the outcomes. If desired, a
reduced scope analysis is possible: one could exclude
the material value analysis, only analyse certain value
circle steps or exclude qualitative analysis, for example.
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CIRCUL AR
METRICS
DIAGRAM

HEADLINE
INDICATORS
These metrics are focused on providing you with a
verdict: how well are you performing? A limited amount
of indicators are used.

Circularity Gap
Metric

PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

Cradle to Cradle Certified

Circular Transition
Indicators

These metrics are focused on assessing the physical
processes underlying your circular performance. Indicators
should include all stages of the value chain, such as share
of secondary materials used and recycling rates.

PROCESS
INDICATORS
These metrics are focused on monitoring the transition
process at your organisation. By definition, many
different indicators are needed to highlight different
aspects of change processes.

LEGEND
Triangles in the diagram represent individual
tools that can be used to measure circularity
as a business. A pyramid can have one,
two or three segments of different shades
of blue representing the one, two or three
types of indicators it has as a focus.
Circular Transition Indicator

Circle
Assessment

CREATE
AWARENESS
AND SET A
BASELINE

Circulytics

IDENTIFY
AND TRACK
OPPORTUNITIES

CIRCelligence

ASSESS & COMPARE
POTENTIAL AND
BUILD BUSINESS
CASES

GRI 306:
Waste Standard

VALIDATE AND
SHARE YOUR
RESULTS

Figure t wo: The circular economy metrics landscape for business
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2 . METHODOLOGY
The circular economy is a relatively new
knowledge field that is still developing its many
definitions and methodologies. Therefore, when
selecting circular metrics, its important to assess
the methodology of the metric or indicator and
whether it is appropriate for the goal you have
in mind. For instance, is it be reliable enough
to convince your stakeholders? Is it accurate
enough to inform your decisions? Does it provide
relevant insights to your type of business?
S T E P BY S T E P A PPR OAC H

Step one: Create transparency. CIRCelligence uses
a proprietary calculator to gather quantitative and
qualitative data through a web-based survey that is
customisable to the company’s interests. This survey
generates insights for each step of the value cycle and
overarching business function. When the answers
are collected, the data is reviewed, refined and finally
used to calculate the circularity of the company. This
creates the required transparency for top management
to understand existing competitive advantages and
potential gaps regarding the integration of circular
thinking across the company.

CIRCelligence can make circular strategy an integral part
Step two: Develop an actionable roadmap. Through
of the larger corporate strategy in three main steps.
CIRCelligence, different scenarios for the required
The first creates insights into the status quo levels of
activities can be simulated and ambition levels
circularity across a company’s entire value cycle. The
developed. This way, a company can understand what
second step sets appropriate strategies to reach the
degree of circularity can be reasonably achieved within
company’s circularity level ambition. The final step
a certain
timea frame.
then an
provides
implements the strategies and this
is supported
CIRCelligence
hasby
three main steps
to make
circularBCG
strategy
integralactionable
part of the
recommendations
on
how
to
reach
this ambition level
larger corporate
strategy (see exhibit 8).
setting out clear KPIs for the company
to use at different
and embed circular thinking across the organisation.
organisational levels. This is CIRCelligence's threepronged
approach
(see Figure
Exhibit
8 | Insights
fromthree):
CIRCelligence provide a foundation for a company’s circular economy strategy

1

TRANSPARENCY
through comprehensive data gathering and analysis
VISIBILITY
into positive and negative results of circular economy applications
ROOT CAUSE IDENTIFICATION
of intentional and coincidental circularity
AMBITION LEVEL SETTING
to evaluate how far the company can go in the future
ACTIONALBE INSIGHTS
into leverage points and quick wins to reach future ambition level
3

MRL
1

2

M AT U R I T Y
The framework was launched in February 2020 and
Circle Economy assisted BCG in the development
of the CIRCelligence methodology. The technical
development and methodology are completed and
several client projects have been carried out. The
close cooperation between BCG and the users of the
framework enables BCG to constantly check if the
framework's methodology and tool suit their client’s
needs and if adjustments are needed. Possible future
improvements entail minor changes in usability,
depending on the client’s needs, or further additions
to the metric, such as new indicators, to capture more
aspects in the assessment.

To support the process of selecting the right
metric for your business, Circle Economy has
developed a framework that allows you to evaluate
and communicate the maturity of a metric: the
Methodology Readiness Level (MRL). The levels in this
framework do not provide a step-by-step description
of the development curve of a certain metric. Such
a development can occur in loops, skip steps, or
even take a few steps back due to the launch of a
new edition of a tool. This framework does, however,
describe the relative distance between the current
maturity of a metric or indicator compared to the ideal
situation in which the methodology is fully tested,
adopted, made available and standardised. The higher
the MRL, the closer it is to the ideal state (see table
below).

DESCRIPTION
Theoretical test
Tested within a limited set of
applications
Circularity Gap Metric
CIRCelligence

3

Tested by a wider community of
practitioners
Circle Assessment

4

Metric published and widely
applicable
GRI 306: Waste Standard
Metric widely used and easily
accessible

5

Circular Transition Indicators
Circulytics

M E T H O D O LO G Y R E A D I N E S S L E V E L

CLEAR VIEW
of state of circularity across value cycle and business functions

2

Step three: Implement key initiatives. BCG identifies
key performance indicators (KPIs) that can be tracked
to measure performance in terms of circularity goals.
Moreover, CIRCelligence can be used for internal and
external stakeholder communication from board
level to external sustainability reporting. Following
the initial BCG supported project, all use-cases are
available through the self-assessment tool.

6

Metric standardised
Cradle to Cradle Certified

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
to measure progress made towards ambition
COMMUNICATION
of status quo, ambition level, and progress made to all stakeholders

Source: BCG analysis
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Figure 3: CIRCelligence ’ s three hased approach
S o u r c e : C I R C e l l i g e n c e b y B CG p a p e r

1. Create transparency. CIRCelligence uses a proprietary calculator to generate basic quantitative and qualitative insights regarding status quo levels of circularity
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3. DATA
BCG has become increasingly adept in monitoring
DATA N E E D S
the production chains of the linear economy.
Overall, the data requirements for a CIRCelligence
However, much of the information that is relevant
analysis will require a substantial amount of time and
for the circular economy
is not monitored
to the
3. Implement
key initiatives.
BCG supportsstakeholders
companies incontribution.
implementing
activTokey
limit
these efforts as
same extent, such as
emissions,
waste
flows,
or
ities to reach their target ambition level by
identifying
key performance
much
as possible,
CIRCelligenceindicauses a customisable
the value of products
and
infrastructure
tors
(KPIs)
that can becurrently
tracked to measure
performance in terms of circularity
web-based survey through which a BCG team collects
in use. An important
step
in the selection
of acan be used for comprehensive internal and extergoals.
Moreover,
CIRCelligence
answers to approximately 50 quantitative questions—
nal stakeholder
metric to assess circularity
is tocommunication.
assess the data
with up to 2,500 data points—and 100 qualitative ones.
need and the availability of that data. With
As stated in the methodology chapter, the answers are
4.1 Step
Createmight
Transparency
to Understand
a Company’s Circudata being scarce,
some1:metrics
prove
used to generate insights regarding the inflow, slow
larity
Status
Quo
difficult, and therefore costly, to apply. Others
flow,CIRCelligence
outflow and qualitative
aspects for each step in
evaluate
company’s
circularity status quo,
uses its proprietary
will require theTo
data
to beapublicly
available
the
value
cycle
and
overarching
business
function (see
CIRCelligence calculator. Through a customizable web-based survey, a BCG team
color verified by third parties to allow for full
Figure
four).
The
quantitative
questions
are
focused on
lects answers to approximately 50 quantitative questions—with up to 2,500 data
transparency, which might not always be a
points—and 100 qualitative ones. The answers
are
used to generate
insights
regard-business, which
the
resources
used across
the entire
feasible or desirable option for a business.
ing the inflow, slow flow, outflow, and qualitative
eachsuch
stepas
inthe
thetype
valueof input materials,
leadsaspects
to datafor
needs
cycle and overarching business function. CIRCelligence
is
set
up
to
analyze
nearly
packaging, water use and emissions. The qualitative
100 different input materials, and can be customized
novelorganisation and
questions to
areanalyze
focusedadditional,
on the overall
materials upon request. To evaluate end-of-life
implications,
the
tool
performs
inde- on strategic
collaborations, requesting information
pendent analyses on up to 10 sales markets with the possibility to add more (see exdecisions, tools and the enablement of circularity.

DATA AVA I L A B I L I T Y

VA LU E C H A I N T R A N S PA R E N C Y

The holistic CIRCelligence framework analyses the entire
value chain from inputs to end-of-life treatment. This
means that the proprietary tool will require data from
supply chain partners of the company. Typically, some
of the data will be readily available, whereas other
data may have been gathered for a different purpose
and additional interpretation and preparation may be
required. In other instances, additional data requests
may be made to suppliers further down the value
chain or other value chain partners. Lastly, if data gaps
remain, the BCG team will suggest solutions based on
sector averages or the use of proxies. As it is a selfassessment method, all data used for the assessment
remains in company ownership and there is no need to
share the data with third parties to be able to use the
tool.

The degree to which data is widely available and easily
accessible can be described in terms of closed or open
data, and in terms of public or private data. Public
data, described as data owned by the public or made
widely available for a greater good, isn’t always open
data. The level of 'openness' of a dataset describes
the way it is designed to be shared, and understood,
by third parties. Is it structured in a way that is
standardised and easy to read, or mined, by others?
There are various levels of data availability: data can
be accessible to all, available or understandable for
a few selected partners, or shared within a group
of organisations depending on the need. In an ideal
world, all the data you need is available in an open
format, either within your organisation or across your
business’ ecosystem.

hibit 9). This extensive data gathering and analysis generates a bevy of valuable
quantitative and qualitative insights, allowing top management to make strategic
choices and evaluate both the cost and business case implications of selected initiatives.

Exhibit 9 | Extensive data evaluation through CIRCelligence calculator
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Qualitative
questions

> 10

Only in-company
data needed

Countries
and potential
to add more

Need for shared
data across supply
chain partners

Need for shared
data and outcomes
are intended to be
shared

Circle Assessment
Circular Transition
Indicators

Quantitative
questions
(with up to 2,500
data points)

50

> 100

CIRCelligence

Materials
and potential
to add more

Circulytics
Circularity Gap Metric

Across all ﬁve value cycle steps, business implementation,
collaboration and ecosystems

GRI 306: Waste
Standard

Source: BCG analysis
F i g u r e f o u r : D a t a g aBased
t h e r e d on
t h r othe
u g hgathered
C I R C e l l i g e n c e ' s w e b -qualitative
b a s e d s u r v e ycircularity
tool

data, the CIRCelligence calculator generates quantitative and
scores for each value cycle step and business function (see ex-

S o u r c e : C I R C e l l i g e n chibit
e b y B10).
CG p a p e r
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4 . TOOLING
While the methodology or data availability can
present challenges to businesses measuring
circularity, tooling can help overcome such
challenges. When selecting the ideal metric,
it is wise to assess the resources available to
help in its application, the level of expertise
or support of third parties needed, and tools
available to ease the workload.
AVA I L A B L E R E S O U R C E S
The first application of CIRCelligence is always paired
with a BCG project, which means that the BCG
team will provide all necessary information to the
client. This interaction is maintained throughout the
project, making additional user manuals or webinars
redundant to the service. A condition for a successful
project is that the client team of the project consists of
at least one member that wishes to be responsible for
circular metrics in the future.

WI D E VA R I E T Y O F AVA I L A B L E R E S O U R C E S
PE R M E T R I C
Every metric that is publicly accessible usually
has at least basic resources available to help in its
application, such as a manual, how-to guide or FAQs.
Going a few steps further, some solution providers
provide webinars, personal guidance or an extended
consultancy, although sometimes this comes with
a price tag. In specific cases, third party guidance
is obligatory to ensure impartiality, such as in
certification schemes, or a necessity, because the level
of expertise required is not readily available within
other organisations. Sometimes a tool or method is
specifically designed to be a part of a consultancy
offer. Such third party support often requires a more
significant budget. As these examples show, assessing

the available resources for the application of metric
is as much a question of your personal needs and
skill sets available in your organisation, as of available
budget. Acknowledging that budget and in-house
expertise are often limited, many solution providers
have automated part of their metric, sometimes to a
level of offering self-assessment tools with little or no
need for external involvement or significant budget.

SKILL S NEEDED
No skill or prior knowledge on circularity assessment is
needed due to the supportive service that BCG offers.
The sole requirement is that the project team involved
should have broad knowledge on the company's
structure and network, which would be needed for
setting the right contact links during the data collection
phase.
T H I R D - PA R T Y I N VO LV E M E N T
The first application of the CIRCelligence framework
within your organisation must be guided and
supported by BCG. The following applications can
be pursued by the client without further assistance
from third parties and any associated costs. In these
applications, CIRCelligence enables the client to edit
the underlying data for new calculations in such a way
that it is possible to monitor your company's progress.
AU TO M AT E D TO O L S
To support the adoption of the framework and
methodology, a free online tool is available that guides
companies through the assessment (see Figure three).
The tool not only structures data and computes
outcomes, it also supports users to reach out to
internal stakeholders and value chain partners for data
requests that avoid confidentiality issues.

14

No third party support
needed

Circularity Gap
Metric

Only basic resources
publicly available

Extensive resources or
tooling available

Third party support
available, not required

Third party support
required

CIRCelligence*

Circle Assessment

Circular Transition
Indicators

Circulytics

GRI 306: Waste
Standard

Cradle to Cradle
Certified

*CIRCelligence can be re- used af ter the f ir s t applica tion
without third par t y suppor t
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The combination of quantitative and qualitative assessments provides the company
with guidance on where to implement future circular initiatives and which factors
will help ensure their successful implementation.

5. RESULTS

Exhibit 10 | Quantitative and qualitative scores form the picture

Metrics are there to guide your actions. Once
you have selected the metric or metrics for
your business, onboarded all the internal
and external stakeholders needed, collected
the required data and pressed 'calculate' on
your metric tool, it is time to disseminate the
learnings from your analysis and translate
it into a way forward. It is even better if you
can turn measuring into monitoring, so you
continue to learn and evaluate your progress in
transitioning to full circularity.

HARD FACTS ABOUT PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE CAPTURED
VIA QUANTITATIVE SCORE

I N D I C ATO R S U S E D
Based on the gathered data, the CIRCelligence
calculator generates quantitative and qualitative
circularity scores for each value cycle step and
business function (see Figure six). Quantitative
results are displayed using a scale from 0% to 100% to
demonstrate the theoretical ideal of 100% circularity.
Both a mass-based and a value-based score can be
derived from the analysis, providing the client with
the flexibility to tailor the approach to their need and
context. Qualitative scores are displayed using grades
from A to F to signify the extent to which the company
has embedded circular thinking in its processes and
governance structure (see Figure six).

O U T PU T O F T H E FR A M E WO R K

To develop an actionable roadmap that companies
can use to improve
their2:
circularity,
team
4.2 Step
Developthe
anBCG
Actionable
Roadmap toward Greater Circucomputes multiple
indicators
based
on
the
gathered
larity

To develop
roadmap
that companies can use to improve their circularinput and presents
these an
in aactionable
dashboard
highlighting
ity,Figure
the BCG
team
down and identifies the root causes behind specific circularkey results (see
five).
The drills
CIRCelligence
scores. The
CIRCelligence
calculator usesitydifferent
'lenses'
to focus oncalculator uses different “lenses” to focus on circularity
at
different
levels,
as product,
product component, packaging, divisional, or
circularity at different levels, suchsuch
as product,
product
company-wide
performance
(see
exhibit
11).
component, packaging, division or company-wide
performance. The flexibility of these lenses can
uncover the reasons behind specific circularity scores
Exhibit
11 | Theatcircularity
dashboard
and identify possible
solutions
an operational
level. provides visibility at divisional, product, and company levels
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design
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and usage
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life
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Eﬀort and tools to
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That means that the
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D

E

Highest
score

F
Lowest
score

Quantitative scores are derived on a mass basis and
value basis

Qualitative scores reﬂect the governance, current eﬀorts,
and tool maturity to manage circularity

The quantitative scores measure the company’s circularity
for each step of the value cycle and are reported as a
percentage, from 0% to 100%

This score helps distinguish coincidental from
intentional circularity
The results are displayed as a grade system from A to F

qualitative indicators

Production

22

32%

Business model
and usage

78%
Input

Score of
100%
means full
circularity
potential
realized

5× 100%
scores
indicate
full circular
material
ﬂow—
but this can
often not
be achieved
with existing
technology

Grade A:
All eﬀorts are made
to establish and protect
circularity.
That means that the
quantitative score is
the result of eﬀective
steering

Figure six: CIRCelligence uses a
Source:
c o BCG
m b i nanalysis
ation of quantitative and
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23%

42%

25%

23%

Production
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Product
design

Product
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Input

12%

Illustrative

SOFT FACTS ABOUT GOVERNENCE AND TOOLS
CAPTURED VIA QUALITATIVE SURVEY

Business model
and usage

Input

A

B

C

D

E

F

Product design

A

B

C

D

E

F

Production

A

B

C

D
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Buisiness model and usage

A

B

C

D

E
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End of life

A

B

C

D

E

F

Business implementation

A

B

C

D

E

F

Collaboration and ecosystems

A

B

C

D

E

F

The framework consists of more than 60 indicators,
including:
•
A headline indicator (% circularity),
•
Performance metrics for each of the value cycle
steps, including quantitative scores specific to that
value cycle step and qualitative indicators related
CIRCelligence by BCG
to 'Decision Making' and 'Tools/Enablement'.
•
Process indicators focussing on two specific
business functions, which solely contribute to
qualitative scores: 'Business implementation'
and 'Collaboration & Ecosystems'.

F i g u r e 5 : Ty p i c a l o u t p u t o f t h e
CIRCelligence framework
BCG
S o u r c e : C I R C e l l i g e nSource:
ce by B
CG analysis
paper
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The flexibility of these lenses can uncover the reasons behind specific circularity scores
and identify possible solutions at an operational level. For example, the calculator might
show that a certain division within a packaging company has exceptionally high circularity scores when using PET16 as an input material. Data gathered by the CIRCelligence
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HEADLINE
HEADLINE
INDICATORS
HEADLINE
INDICATORS
HEADLINE
HEADLINE
INDICATORS
INDICATORS
INDICATORS
•

HEADLINE
INDICATORS
% circularity (calculated as average of all
HEADLINE
performance indicators)
INDICATORS

PERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
INDICATORS
INDICATORS
PERFORMANCE
•
circularity of the value cycle step “Input” (based on 6 sub-indicators)
INDICATORS
•

circularity of the value cycle step “Product design” (based on 4 sub-indicators)

•

circularity of the value cycle step “Production and sales” (based on 10 sub-indicators)

•

circularity of the value cycle step “Business model and usage”
(based on 6 sub-indicators)

•

circularity of the value cycle step “End of life” (based on 8 sub-indicators)

PROCESS
INDICATORS
PROCESS
INDICATORS
PROCESS
PROCESS
PROCESS
INDICATORS
PROCESS
INDICATORS
INDICATORS
PROCESS

INDICATORS
INDICATORS

•

Business implementation (based on 12 sub-indicators)

•

Collaboration & Ecosystems (based on 9 sub-indicators)

Figure seven: Indica tor s included in the CIRCelligince framework
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I N T E R PR E T I N G A N D CO M M U N I C AT I N G
T H E O U TCO M E S
As with other alternatives, the main outcomes of the
CIRCelligence framework focus on the calculation
of indicators. However, as CIRCelligence is designed
to pinpoint actions that are likely to produce quick
wins, as well as larger scale strategic initiatives, the
tool provides the additional functionality of easily
simulating different improvement measures and
evaluating potential future scenarios. This allows
users to explore various options and build a better
understanding of their own value chain.
When the proprietary calculator has assessed the
data, the circularity results are visualised in a very
detailed dashboard with various levels of indicators
and cross-sections of results. For starters, the
dashboard provides an overview in two dimensions:
the whole value chain and each segment within this
value chain. The value chain shows the status quo of
the company’s circularity and the segments allow for
more detailed insights. Next to circularity scores and
grades across the value chain, the value chain overview
also introduces relevant ambition levels and outlines
key initiatives for improvement. The segment analyses
provide circularity scores and grades based on value
and mass, but also provide more detailed sub-scores
and -grades and include additional initiatives for
improvement. The dashboard results and graphics
can be copied for use in presentations, sustainability
reports or on the company’s website. The value chain
overview can serve as a discussion basis for e.g. senior
management and the segment analyses provide
detailed insights to discuss with e.g. production
managers and product designers.
Circularity is just one factor that top executives need
to consider alongside other criteria, such as cost and
technical feasibility, when making strategic decisions.
Therefore, BCG also offers additional cost-benefit
assessments to prioritise circularity initiatives that are
likely to have the greatest beneficial economic impact
for the company with the fewest trade-offs.

Circular Metrics for Business
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6 . WHAT 'S NEXT
The further development of metrics to measure
the circularity of an organisation, value chain
or product is set to continue for some time. At
the same time, many businesses have already
embarked on their innovation journeys and have
successfully innovated their product and business
models. Rightfully so, as the transition to a circular
economy is not without urgency. Worldwide,
customers and policymakers are increasingly
aware that we need to look differently at our
economy and the businesses that keep it running.

YO U C A N S TA R T TO DAY
Is CIRCelligence the metric that your company is
looking for? You can start its application today by
contacting a local BCG representative and jointly
design your innovation journey towards a
more circular future.

FU R T H E R D E V E LO PM E N T
As the field of circular metrics is in rapid development,
BCG aims to keep their eyes open for further
developments that can possibly lead to a second
version of CIRCelligence. However, BCG has indicated
that any improvements as such will not affect
compatibility of results, meaning that any change in
result is due to a change in client data or performance.
Improvements to the methodology could involve
additions to the metric, so more aspects can be
captured if desired. Other improvements serve for
increased usability such as interface adjustments and
minor feature additions.
N E E D FO R S TA N DA R D I S AT I O N
Metrics are a crucial element of developing a common
language to the circular economy transition. It
helps to communicate goals, collectively prioritise
opportunities and actions and discuss our progress.
Currently, we see not one, but multiple languages
developing in parallel. Different metrics sometimes
have different definitions for the same terms and
calculation methods for similar metrics, or different
system boundaries. It is likely that efforts will increase
over the coming years to standardise terminology,
approaches, and methods across the industry to
align the outcomes and make them comparable.
Standardisation efforts may be reflected in a potential
CIRCelligence version two, incorporating possible
further developments. To maintain value given by
CIRCelligence, BCG has stated that it will try to keep the
metrics up to date and reliable.
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STILL NOT SURE WHICH
METRIC IS RIGHT FOR
YOU, OR HOW TO GET
STARTED?
Please find more information at:

CIRCelligence
Landscape of Circular Metrics
for Business

Circular Metrics for Business
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